CONTEXT
Whether walking with friends or taking a 10-mile run, millennials
are constantly tracking their movement.1
93 million disabled children around the world dream about such
mobility — not to get fit, but to feel like a part of their community.
That dream is attainable, with Variety’s Freedom Program.

INSIGHT
Personally, you are already moving for your health. Altruistically, you
want to be helping others. What if there were a chance to do both?

CONCEPT
You’re already moving. Now, join the movement.
Move for Them, the world’s first biometric charity event.

WHEN YOU’RE PROUD

MOVE FOR THEM, A CHARITY EVENT
By submitting a phone number to www.MoveForThem.com, participants will transform their
smartphone into a Move for Them fitness tracker for the 48-hour event. We will recruit a
fitness brand sponsor, like Nike, to match donations all weekend long.
Throughout the weekend, movers will receive text notifications at donation milestones as
well as a custom, shareable graphic to show their real-time contribution to #MoveForThem.

YOU SHARE IT.

A D I G I TA L H U B
Signing up to participate will be simple at www.MoveForThem.com. During the
48-hour event, we will track the progress of movers everywhere in real-time.

REACH THE RIGHT PEOPLE
Leading up to the event, we will target people already tracking
their health with ads in fitness apps and health websites.

WEB
Variety will tell its own story on the
campaign hub, helping educate on the
charity, collect email sign-ups for future
promotions, and drive more donations.

PARTNERSHIPS
Fitness brands will want to partner with
Variety for mutual brand lift, which could
extend to product and promotional
collaborations beyond the event.

SOCIAL
Influencer engagements will spike
as the social movement spreads,
expanding Variety’s reach.

R A I S E AWA R E N E S S .
D R I V E D O N AT I O N S .
M A K E A N I M PA C T.
We already track and share our fitness achievements.2
Let’s turn those moves into a movement.
At the heart of it all, #MoveForThem is an idea that goes
beyond just one execution.

DONATIONS
By connecting everyday fitness to the
Freedom Program, donating will be
simple and feel good.

REFERENCES:
1. Millennials are Shaping the Future of Health Apps
2. “One-in-three millennials share health and fitness related content from a mobile device at least once a week.” – Yahoo Study: Mobile, Millennials, and Health

PR
Our event will generate biometric
data that ties movement to
charitable giving. This data will
drive earned coverage.

ADVERTISING
Creative will draw the connection
between our everyday movements
and the benefits of Variety’s
Freedom Program.

